
You may be working especially hard to get things and people organized as
a sense of ambition and achievement takes hold. Work, accomplishment and ambition are
all things that mean a lot to you. Projects or the recent quandaries in the workplace may
come to your mind. New ideas could come together and present future possibilities. This
is a good time to make lists, plan and create a presentation for next year. This day ends
on a hopeful note. There is also recognition for some of your creative ideas. Your friends
have three important roles to play in your life: fun, support and harmony. Pay attention to
your friends; they can launch you toward new spiritual awareness or artistic expression.
Charm and romance are strong tonight. 

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

You will enjoy this time immensely. You will be jumping from one project to
another. New opportunities are opening and this is a good time to secure them for your-
self. In doing this, you probably will find that you spend a huge amount of effort and
energy trying to balance all of your commitments. People look at you for answers and
guidance and you are pleased with the end results. At this time, you may have to take on
more responsibilities in the home and you may want to open up more to relatives; this is
an ideal time for strong support. There are open channels of communication between
you and your colleagues. Using your time and energy effectively now will pay dividends
later, bringing good times to everyone. 

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Understanding and being sensitive to the needs of others is a wonderful
prerequisite to having a special time with someone you love. Great feelings

are in the air and you should feel a super sense of support and harmony with all that you
meet. Some will find you most persuasive and almost charismatic in the way you commu-
nicate. Things are very natural for self-expression and work particularly well with your
particular ideas and thoughts. Expect a good conversation with those that you love. You
may want to open up more to relatives, since this is an ideal time for gaining and giving
others a good support system. Someone younger than yourself may look to you for
answers to questions that are important to that person. 

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

This is a day when you take some time to review some sort of revised
contract or business deal before work begins again. You find yourself filled

with extra energy for planning improvements. The motivation to improve areas of your
life is strong. You may find yourself being put to good use by your friends later today. If
you are working, it is because a co-worker needs a day with family. You may be in a
position to help others and you enjoy serving others when you are needed. On your way
home this evening you might stop to visit someone that has no family to check on him or
her. A rare sound of laughter and friendship fills the air and ends your day in a peaceful
way. Tonight you may spend a great deal of time preparing for the next holiday. 

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Your creative and intuitive talents are what may be leading you today.
Some may see you as a bit eccentric because of your rather unique approach to things.
Good nutrition is something you embody and teach. You may find yourself feeding some
good alternatives to fast-food products to the young people in your family. All in all, you
should benefit from whatever activities are at hand. New solutions or something very
inventive is due to develop. Later today, you may enjoy some form of entertainment with
others. You find some time to combine your efforts with the efforts of others to complete
some type of family project. Stay away from games of chance. Tonight there is just
enough time to organize your mind or self for the working world. 

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Career decisions will be coming up soon and you may want to spend some
time in talking with friends or family members about what to expect with the choices you
might want to make. This is a time when you may choose to wave your holiday time and
push the limit in your professional field. You want to be the best you can possibly be. This
may also mean that it is time to make plans to put in your name for a job change that you
have been thinking about for some time. You do not settle for something simply because it
could make you money; there are many more aspects to be considered as far as you are
concerned. You must feel right about it at the gut level, or you know it is not right for you.
Let your conscience be your guide. 

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Those around you may see you as especially witty and eccentric at this
time. You may find some new answers to old questions or have breakthroughs in regard
to your living situation or life’s state of affairs. Others appreciate and admire your inde-
pendence and unique qualities. You may find that you are more organized than before—
able to reach new levels of self-discipline. This is a good day for sharing, serving, chatting
about the past and thinking over future ideas. This can be a smooth time during which
events seem to arrange themselves to a joyful time. Many different individuals agree to
pull together to accomplish a common goal. This may be a future vacation, a family busi-

ness or a weekend campout. Relationships are highlighted. 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

This will be the kind of a day that we all long for, easy going and calm—
with everything running smoothly. Ideas and interaction with seniors in

your family may have your attention part of this day. Working with the flow of what is
needed should not be hard to do. There could be some circumstances that force you to
reorganize and be more frugal. This should all work out to everyone’s benefit. Your ingen-
ious persona is apparent as you weed out some difficulty. The day may not be totally
without challenges, but your wittiness is just what is needed. Additionally, this is a time
when your powers of creativity are strong. Home is likely to be the center of activities this
evening. You share snacks and light refreshment with games and laughter.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

You may be able to converse with an elder member of your family this
morning. Where there may have been some difficulty in the past, a new

understanding is now possible. Understanding others and spending time to lend a helping
hand is commendable and endears you to many. Everything conspires to reveal you at
your most elegant, particularly in social encounters. Thank-you notes and letters to
friends occupy some of your time this afternoon. You also give some thought to trying
your hand at writing a story. You want to put story to paper and endeavor to become
published. Whatever the subject, get started! Perhaps some sort of outline could be the
first step toward writing at this time. A college writing course might be considered.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

There are plenty of personal chores to be done this day and you swing into
action without hesitation. You may find your work moving along faster when you promise
a movie or some other form of entertainment to those that pitch in and help. There is talk
of school and continued education. Before you know it you may be planning a shopping
trip for new school clothes. You will be getting some psychic insights; recognize them for
what they are and write them down each time they come to you. This will allow you to
have a reference for later when you compare notes or just have fun reading how the
sleeping mind works. You will soon be able to find the connection to your psychic
insights. Early evening brings about time to relax to music. 

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1794  

ACROSS
1. (Irish) Mother of the ancient Irish gods.
4. A state in the southeastern United States
on the Gulf of Mexico.
11. An Egyptian descended from the ancient
Egyptians.
15. A number of sheets of paper fastened
together along one edge.
16. Relating to or near the pylorus.
17. A particular geographical region of
indefinite boundary (usually serving some
special purpose or distinguished by its
people or culture or geography).
18. An agency of the United Nations affili-
ated with the World Bank.
19. Move the upper body backwards and
down.
20. Fastener consisting of a resinous com-
position that is plastic when warm.
21. A constitutional monarchy on the west-
ern part of the islands of Samoa in the
South Pacific.
23. Small ornamental ladies' bag for small
articles.
24. Small tropical American tree bearing
edible plumlike fruit.
25. The district occupied entirely by the
city of Washington.
26. A public dance hall for dancing to
recorded popular music.
28. Chief port of Yemen.
29. United States playwright (born in 1947).
32. Someone who copies the words or
behavior of another.
33. Of or relating to abasia (inability to
walk).
34. A very young child (birth to 1 year) who
has not yet begun to walk or talk.
36. Studies intended to provide general
knowledge and intellectual skills (rather
than occupational or professional skills).
40. English theoretical physicist who
applied relativity theory to quantum
mechanics and predicted the existence of
antimatter and the positron (1902-1984).
42. A heavy odorless colorless gas formed
during respiration and by the decomposi-
tion of organic substances.
44. A constellation in the southern hemi-
sphere near Telescopium and Norma.
45. A flat wing-shaped process or winglike
part of an organism.
49. Large dark-striped tropical food and
game fish related to remoras.
51. The officer below the master on a com-
mercial ship.
53. An island republic on Nauru Island.
54. A clique that seeks power usually
through intrigue.
55. Apartment consisting of a series of con-
nected rooms used as a living unit (as in a
hotel).
57. Situated away from the axis of any
body or part.
59. German states who as chancellor of
West Germany worked to reduce tensions
with eastern Europe (1913-1992).
62. Avatar of Vishnu.
63. A barrier constructed to contain the
flow or water or to keep out the sea.
66. A block of solid substance (such as
soap or wax).
70. Title for a civil or military leader (espe-
cially in Turkey).
71. Scientific instrument that provides a
flashing light synchronized with the period-
ic movement of an object.
74. Of or relating to or characteristic of
Thailand of its people.
75. A cut of pork ribs with much of the
meat trimmed off.
77. American prizefighter who won the
world heavyweight championship three

times (born in 1942).
78. An extension at the end and at right
angles to the main building.
79. Segmented worms.
80. Having undes i rab le  or  negat ive
qualities.

DOWN
1. Type genus of the Apidae.
2. A quantity of no importance.
3. (Old Testament) In Judeo-Christian
mythology.
4. Having uncoordinated muscular move-
ments, symptomatic of a CNS disorder.
5. A strong solution of sodium or potassium
hydroxide.
6. Type genus of the Alcedinidae.
7. Important food fish of the Nile and other
rivers of Africa and Asia Minor.
8. Type genus of the Ariidae.
9. (British) A minicar used as a taxicab.
10. (informal) Of the highest quality.
11. Dried bark of the cascara buckthorn
used as a laxative.
12. (Greek mythology) One of the mountain
nymphs.
13. The state prevailing during the absence
of war.
14. A sharp hooked claw especially on a
bird of prey.
22. A port city of south central Ukraine on
an arm of the Black Sea.
27. An organization of countries formed in
1961 to agree on a common policy for the
sale of petroleum.
30. A promontory in northern Morocco
opposite the Rock of Gibraltar.
31. French revolutionary leader (born in
Switzerland) who was a leader in over-
throwing the Girondists and was stabbed to
death in his bath by Charlotte Corday
(1743-1793).
35. The sixth month of the civil year.
37. Spiritual leader of a Jewish congrega-
tion.
38. Of the nature of or undergoing an
experiment.
39. A river that rises in central Germany and
flows north to join the Elbe River.
41. A fraudulent business scheme.
43. English scholastic philosopher and
assumed author of Occam's Razor (1285-
1349).
46. A person regarded as arrogant and
annoying.
47. A mountain in the Black Hills of South
Dakota.
48. Italian violin maker and grandson of
Andrea Guarneri (1687?-1745).
50. A city of southeastern Mexico.
52. Bulky grayish-brown eagle with a short
wedge-shaped white tail.
56. A port city of south central Ukraine on
an arm of the Black Sea.
58. A soft silvery metallic element of the
alkali earth group.
60. Belonging to or befitting a supreme
ruler.
61. A means of serving.
64. A port city in northwestern Algeria and
the country's 2nd largest city.
65. Norwegian mathematician (1802-1829).
67. An Arabic speaking person who lives in
Arabia or North Africa.
68. Tree bearing large brown nuts contain-
ing e.g. caffeine.
69. A town in north central Oklahoma.
72. Administration of a nutritionally ade-
quate solution through a catheter into the
vena cava.
73. A loose sleeveless outer garment made
from aba cloth.
76. A state in the Rocky Mountains.

Yesterday’s Solution

Yesterday’s SolutionDaily SuDoku

Wordsearch Puzzle

Relationships with other people and refinement are two of the keys to find
satisfaction now. Anything that is harmonious and beautiful is very enjoy-

able to you—the lack of these two elements can be emotionally upsetting. You should
find this a good time for getting in touch with your inner self—to truly understand who
and what you are. You shouldn’t be disappointed in what you discover and should find
your emotions in particular, or the feelings of those around you, very clear. This is a very
nice time. Taking in a movie or reading a good book will please you a great deal—as it
may be a good way to allow yourself to escape from day-to-day realities. Everyone
needs a well-deserved break to rejuvenate and recharge the emotional batteries. 

You feel inspired about a personal project and may find the urge to com-
plete a project you started some time ago. Perhaps you have attempted an

art project or you decided to begin a building project—perhaps additional storage units
for your home. If you have your vacation now or your work has closed until the new year
begins, this is, indeed a good time to paint, build or generally catch up on the things you
had previously put aside. This is a time when you can put your practical insights into
words. Communication is enhanced. You can expect a sense of support from those
around you. You may find it easy to bring a group together with words that move others.
This may mean some community or neighborhood get-together. 
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